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Bitter Lake 

United Kingdom     2015       140mins      Cert G (Graphic)  

 
With certain recent events likely still fresh in many members’ minds this month’s film, from BAFTA-winning 
documentarian, Adam Curtis, is a rigorous, challenging excoriation of the Western world’s involvement in the 
Afghanistan war and the narrative it has constructed to justify our presence there.  

 

Curtis, in his signature style, explores the crisis in Afghanistan through a mixture of narrative history, high and 'low' art in 
an attempt to alter attitudes towards and ultimately debunk those myths passed down about the conflict from on high. 
Between layers of sometimes action-packed, sometimes devastating and sometimes even banal archival footage 
selected from the thousands of hours of footage uncovered through research, snippets of Solaris (a spoiler warning 
should be observed for this one), Carry On Up The Khyber and even Blue Peter are interwoven, painting a tapestry of 
not just the surface of the war but the underlying truths and motion of it. 

 

Within the film, Curtis uncovers a great many terrible truths about those involved: from the short-sightedness of 
America’s funding of insurgents to push back against Soviet influence during the Cold War to the overly simple lens the 
UK used to face the issues. Ultimately, Bitter Lake paints the war as a tragedy built atop widespread incompetence, 
arrogance and conniving. 

 

This documentary was always intended to be a BBC iPlayer release - a fact made most apparent by the it’s surprisingly 
long runtime. In an appearance on comedian Adam Buxton’s podcast, Curtis praised the platform as not being beholden 
to the strict schedules and pigeonholing imposed by traditional network TV releases. Curtis has returned to this mode of 
release time and again, and most recently did so with his documentary series Can’t Get You Out of My Head, itself a 
widely-praised interrogation of the modern condition of the world, its peoples and their governments. 
 

“Adam Curtis’s long dive into the troubled and troubling history of Afghanistan is a brilliant summary of a lesson 
drummed into me over four years living in Kabul - how devastating naivety and good intentions can be 

[…] when untempered by humility, knowledge or at least a desire to learn.” 
Emma Graham-Harrison, theguardian.com 
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Zoom discussion meeting to take place 
Thursday 23rd September from 7.30pm to 8.15pm 

 
Link: 

https://zoom.us/j/94328318927?pwd=TktXb3l6SGpQbXhJWTFaa0x0TTNidz09   
 

Meeting ID: 943 2831 8927 
Passcode: WMKe8A 
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